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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Visual 
Resources Assessment Procedure 

JIM E. HENDERSON, RICHARD c. SMARDON, AND JAMES F. PALMER 

The Visual Resources Assessment Procedure (VRAP) was 
developed to provide U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' personnel 
with a systematic procedure for incorporating aesthetic con
siderations into corps activities. To promote consistency in 
addressing aesthetics, VRAP was developed to provide credible 
procedures and guidance that can be implemented with field 
office capabilities. The procedure consists of two parts: the 
Management Classification System for classifying existing vis
ual quality and establishing visual criteria and constraints for 
proposed water resource developments, and the Visual Impact 
Assessment procedures for measuring the visual impact of pro
posed projects. The VRAP was field tested in four corps plan
ning studies, and revisions were made based on the field tests. 

It has been demonstrated that when aesthetic considerations 
become an integral part of planning, design, construction, and 
operation of a project, aesthetic values are retained and 
improved (J). To this encl, VRAP wa developed o tJiatcorp 
planners could document or classify the exi ting vi ual quality 
in a project area, and thereby have a ba is for measuring 
vi ua1 impact caused by a corp project. The cla ification of 
exi ting visua l quality and measurement of impact is an impor
tant feature of the procedure. After different alternatives are 
evaluated , it i pos ible to compare the vi ual impacts of alter
natives and to readily determine if visual impact can be changed 
to an acceptable level through modification of project de ign. 
The classification of existing visual quality provides a ba eline 
that can be used throughout construction and operation of a 
water resource project. 

AESTHETICS AND THE CORPS 

Historically within the corps, the use of principles of design 
or landscape architecture has been most evident in the devel
opment of park master plans for reservoirs. These master 
planners were responsible for bringing a level of environ
mental or resource conservation con ciousness to the corps. 
After the pa sage of the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) (2) the e tabli hm nt of environmental planning 
branches witllio district planning offic br ught many land-
cape architects from the master planning section , and from 
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other state and federal agencies, particularly the U.S. Forest 
Service and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) . 

Since the establi hment of the ~nvironmental planning offices, 
the contribution that the landscape architects have made to 
protection of aesthetic values varies significantly between corps 
field office . This i the result of several factor . Th corp i 
a highly decentralized organization , organized by river basin . 
This decentralization re ·ults in sometimes seemingly totally 
different approaches to planning. Different regions of the 
country have varying sensitivities to environmental value 
resulting in different requirements and preference by the 
local public sponsors. who co t- hare for the project . An 
historic institutional factor is that the corps is a11 engineering 
organization, motivated by values of economy and efficiency. 
The clean smooth con tructed lines of a well-designed levee, 
darn, or clear-cut flo dplain may di gui e the fact that a highly 
diverse wetland ecosystem was replaced. The marriage of 
enviror1mental consideration mandated by NEPA and other 
legislation , to the engineering values of the organization was 
ucce · ful to varying degrees because of the decentralized 

nature of the organization. 
Before development of VRA P, a survey of district practice 

was conducted t identify need and capabilities for a corps 
procedure. One respond nt summarized the state of the prac
tice by saying ' In ome ca es, limited descriptions may be all 
that is necessary to ju tify the inclu ion of minor measures to 
mitigate visual change. Some ca ·es, however, involve more 
dramatic !aJ1d cape changes and visual improvement costs and 
have received more in-depth analysis." This urvey showed 
that in planning studie , most districts use descriptive analy es 
or narratives to describe the typical landscapes in the project 
area or explain how land capes will change with a propo ed 
project (3) . Significantly fewer distri ts used mapping, graphic 
presentations, or visual simulation . In examining visual anal
ysis capabilities, the district showed extensive capabilitie · for 
vi ual analysi work. The graphic engineering, and field sur
vey capabilitie required for ~he production of government 
reports enables the district to perform a variety of photo
graphic and manual vi ual imulation . Although mo t dis
tricts used descriptive analy is, the stn-vey indicated that there 
wa the potential for doing more in-depth visual analyses. 

A primary requirement in any procedure for th Corps of 
Engineer is flexibility. The diverse landscape re ources that 
result from regional diffe.rences, in addition to the variation 
in project types and scales , required that the procedure be 
readily adaptable to the e difference . From the standpoint 
of using a systematic ae thetic procedure where more quali
tative or no procedures where previou ly u ed, flexibility was 
required to be able to ' fit" the process into a planning effort 
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that may be 50 to 75 percent complete, so as to provide the 
rest of the planning effort with results that are usable (3). 

The federal land management agencies share expertise and 
experience in the management of environmental resources. 
The visual resources management procedures developed by 
the Forest Service and the BLM influenced the development 
of the VRAP. The Visual Management System developed by 
the Fore t Service for landscape management of the national 
forests provided a classification of lands based on aesthetic 
quality (4). This provided a basis for evaluating existing visual 
quality. The Visual Contrast Rating System (VCRS) devel
oped for BLM provided a way to measure the visual impact 
caused by agency actions , based on changes in the design 
elements of form, line, color, texture, and spatial dominance 
(5). The VCRS was adapted by the Omaha District Corps of 
Engineers (or 11se at several projects and served as the basis 
for development of the Visual Resource Evaluation Meth
odology for permitting activities by the St. Paul District (6). 

The VCRS received considerable attention from corps vis
ual resource personnel for a number of reasons. The meas
urement of visual change that resulted from BLM manage
ment actions coincides with the need to evalu\}te the "with" 
and "without" conditions of corps projects (7). The quanti
tative nature of the process proved highly desirable for com
municating with engineering or design personnel. Referring 
to a visual simulation of a project, if the "with" project con
dition was not acceptable as determined by the landscape 
classification, the sources of the unacceptable impacts can be 
identified by determining the design elements that contributed 
to the change in going from the "without" to the "with" 
project conditions. The use of visual simulation techniques 
for determining with and without conditions wa observed 
and has proved to be an effective communication tool for 
improving public understanding of projects. Identifying the 
de ign elements that contribute to unacceptable visual impacts 
is important because many times the designs can be modified 
to incorporate more aesthetically desirable design elemenl . 

Developed for BLM lands in the west and BLM land man
agement activities (e.g. , grazing) the VCRS needed substan
tial revision for use in corps projects. For in tance, by using 
the BLM classification criteria, all corps project areas ended 
up having higb visual quality .re ulting from the presence of 
water a scarce and highly rated resource in BLM western 
environments. 

OVERVIEW OF THE CORPS VRAP 

A contract was initiated with Richard Smardon and James 
Palmer at the State University of New York, Syracuse (SUNY) 
in 1983 for development of VRAP. Using corps guidance in 
the: form of the urvey results (3) , SUNY developed the VRAP 
dr-:w:!!g 0!'! pr~vinn<: work of the Fore t Service and HLM. 
The survey criteria identified for a corps procedure are sum
marized in Table 1. 

The rankings of the criteria reflect the corps planner' desire 
to have a prncedure that produces consistent evaluation results, 
minimizes subjectivity of different evaluators, and is flexible 
enough to be used in the range of corps projects. 

A major consideration was whether to use a parametric 
approach or a visual re ource component approach. Stated 
another way, shouid visuai 4uality be measured by the !Ota! 
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TABLE 1 CRITERIA FOR A VISUAL RESOURCE 
EVALUATION PROCEDURE 

Responding as Important 
or Highly Important (%) 

91 
85 
85 
81 
79 
61 
57 
56 
44 

Criteria 

Reliability 
Acceptability 
Water orientation 
Flexibility 
Costs 
Quantifiable 
Sin1plici1y 
Public preference accounting 
Computer adaptability 

or holistic aesthetic value or will visual quality be determined 
by the visual components of the landscape? Accepted methods 
uf determining visual quality have been hased on descriptive 
attributes such as unity, harmony, visual compatibility or viv
idness (8). Using this approach, visual impacts would be eval
uated by changes in these concepts. The Soil Conservation 
Service (SCS) applied this nonparametric approach in 'An 
A sessment Procedure for Countryside Landscapes" (9) . This 
is a method for classifying countryside landscapes based on 
combinations of land use and agricultural activities and mul
tiple evaluation indicators, rather than 'identifying a ingle 
set of essential parameters for countryside classification." Such 
approaches provide a descriptive method to determine the 
visuaJ changes that will take place, but in the corps applica
tion, these approaches do not provide a way to readily identify 
sources of adverse visual impact so that design personnel could 
mitigate the impact through redesign. This is because the 
evaluation refers to the whole frame of reference, that is, the 
entire scene and the parts controlled by the designer; for 
example, vegetation or structural components may not be 
specifically referenced in the harmony, vividness, or other 
evaluation. 

Within VRAP, the holistic approach was incorporated by 
the use of an inventory form to document the characteristics 
of the study area in a holistic manner. Two inventory forms 
are used in VRAP, one for the holistic descriptive inventory 
and another for the visual resources inventory. On the 
descriptive form, the evaluator records the total visual impres
sion and unified perceptions of the landscape. The purpose 
of this is to attempt to have the user think in terms of what 
visual components of the area are dominant and how the 
components form a unified visual impression. This holistic 
inventory is used for the Management Cla sification System 
(MCS) and in the Visual Impact As essment (VIA) portions. 
In the VIA portion, the vi ual simulations of future project 
conditions are evaluated for visual compatibility, scale con
trast , spatial dominance, and landscape composition. 

The other approach to vi ual quality involves evaluation of 
the nalu1al rcsoruccs thal are responsible. fnr visual quality 
and detern1ination ui huw ll1c 1~~5"0ur,:~:; ·:,·iH ~h:!!!ge '."!!h $t 

potential project. Resources evaluated by agency procedures 
are compared in Table 2 (7). 

The classification of visual resources that best corresponded 
to the range of project environments, especially more devel
oped areas, are water resources, landform, vegetation, land 
use, and user activity. More and more corps projects are in 
areas that are developed, urban or otherwise, in use by public 
or private concerns; rarely are new corps projects in pristine 
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TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF VISUAL RESOURCES BY 
AGENCY PROCEDURE 

Bureau of Land 
Management 

Land form 
Vegetation 
Water 
Cultural modifications 
Adjacent scenery 
Scarcity 

Forest Service 

Landform 
Vegetative patterns 
Water forms 
Rock formations 

Soil Conservation 
Service 

Landforrn 
Vegetation 
Water 
Structures 

or uninhabited areas. This is the reason for including the user 
activity classification in the list of visual resources. The expec
tations of different types of users affect their perceptions of 
visual quality ; so the types of users should be con idered. The 
visual resources inventory form mentioned earlier contains 
the visual resources and other information used to inventory 
existing conditions or to forecast future conditions. 

The foregoing is a brief summary of the important criteria 
and decisions that were part of the VRAP development. The 
VRAP are made up of two parts the Management Classifi
cation System and the Visual Impact Assessment Procedures. 
The flow bf the VRAP is shown in Figure 1. 

MANAGEMENT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

The Management Classification System provides an assess
ment framework that defines criteria for judging visual qual
ity . The MCS requires the planner to determine exactly what 
is considered high visual quality and what is minimal quality 
for the visual resources. Water resources con idered to have 
high visual quality on the main tem of the Mississippi River 
(e.g. , slow-moving, backwatei: areas) may be of average or 
minimal quality in marshes of south Louisiana where these 
conditions are more common. An assessment framework is 
developed to identify the visual resources that are considered 
to be distinct, average, or minimal in vi ual quality. The 
assessment framework represents the judgments of visual quality 
that are used to evaluate the existing visual quality of a project 
.area. More important, the framework is used to evaluate 

MCS 
Similarity Zone 
Establishment 

t 
Assessment 

t 
Management Classification 

t 
VIA Procedures 
General 
Basic 
Detailed 

FIGURE I Corps visual 
resource assessment 
procedure. 
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visual impacts caused by a project . Separate frameworks are 
developed for different regional landscapes to accommodate 
the unique characteristics of each landscape type . 

Ideally the development of an a sessment framework should 
occur before consideration of any project so that the deter
minant of visual quality will be agreed on objectively before 
any engineering measures are considered that could alter or 
obliterate any of the resources. MCS development was likely 
the most difficult part of field tests of the VRAP. This is 
because perceptions and judgments about visual quality are 
often not articulated or explicitly detailed . Development of 
the assessment framework forced planners to give thought to 
what they considered good and bad visual quality. Sometimes 
this proved difficult and required consensus among planning 
team members. 

PubUc evaluation of visual resources is sometimes different 
from professional or planners' evaluations. Because of this 
and the need for public input into all aspects of planning, the 
corps has an established public involvement program for plan
ning studies whereby public input on visual resources can be 
incorporated. It is better to get public input from separate 
meetings or other gatherings where the participants do not 
have an expressed interest in or other bias for a project. The 
Huntington, West Virginia District of the Corps of Engineers 
set up public meetings and used civic organizations to elicit 
input on the importance of visual resources. Using a series of 
slides that provided an overview of the project area the par
ticipants were able to rate the visual quality or desirability of 
the visual resources. 

The question is raised about the frame of reference or the 
size of the area under consideration for the assessment frame
work. Should an assessment framework be made for an entire 
river basin or for only a small part of a subasin? The question 
is answered based on the homogeneity of the landscape. In 
some regions, the diverse vegetation , land form , and land 
uses produce a wide variety of different landscapes. In other 
areas there is relative consistency over a large portion of or 
an entire river basin so that a single assessment framework 
could likely be used throughout . The concept originally devel
oped for VRAP was that of the similarity zone. A similarity 
zone is defined as "a physiographic area of land that has 
common characteristics of ecoregions or vegetation , land use 
land use intensity, and water resources ." In working with the 
concept and drawing on work by others characterizing regional 
landscape characteristics, it became apparent that the regional 
landscape contains certain homogeneous characteristics and 
is likely composed of a number of similarity zones. 

The vegetation, land use, and water resources of an area 
are overlayed on a single map to delineate the similarity zones. 
The zones are characterized by location names or by descrip
tive titles of their cbaracteri tics (e.g. , commercial/urban). 
When a specific project is under consideration and an asse s
ment framework is already developed for the area, it is used . 
If not one is developed. The visual resources in the project 
area are inventoried. Using the assessment framework, dis
tinct, average, or minimal classifications of the resources are 
transformed into numerical values (district = 3, average = 
2, minimal = 1). The numerical values from the visual resource 
classification are summed to produce a total assessment value. 
The asses rnent values co:r;respond to the management classes. 
The management classes contain visual quality objectives and 
criteria that describe the degree and nature of visual change 
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acceptable for a zone in that class. The M classe ar pres
ervation, retention partial retention modification , and reha
bilitation. An example of the M cla s description follows 
for the partial retenti n class: 

These areas are locally valued for above average visual qual
ity, but arc rarely protected by institutional policies. Project 
activily may be evident and begin to attract attcnrion; struc
tures, operation , and use activities should remain subordinate 
to the existiJ1g visual resources. Form, line, color texture, 
, cale, and c mpo ·ition may di[fer from but should be com
patible with the visual characteri tics of ll1e existing resource. 

imilari ty, zones having a Total Asse sment Value o[ 11 to 13 
hould be included in this class. Project in these zones shou ld 

have VlA Vulucs no l wer than -5. 

The M cla sification is compl ted before the VIA pro-
cedures so that decision. made in the VIA proces will have 
a solid basi . The MC borrow from the experience of the 
Forest Service Vi ual Management y tem (4) the BLM Vis
ual Resource Management Syslem (5, 10) and the S and
scape Management Sy tem (J J) . T hese borrowed aspects 
include mapping of land cape physical features patterns a.od 
u es. There are two major differences, h wever. One differ
ence is that the corp VRAP provide a professiona l and 
public a sessmenl of existing and projected landscape quality. 

he second a pect io which M differs from ther agency 
ystem is that future landscape conditions are pr jected (i.e . , 

the "without" project condition) for ii certain time period. 
Becau e of such things a vegetative uccession and laod use 
changes t hat would occur in the absence of corp. actions, and 
their effect on visual q\1ality, it i imp rtant to determine the 
level of visual quality in the future o that tbc futur "with ' 
project c ndition can be c mpared. Thi future "without' 
difference i · the definition of impact as defined in federal 
planning and environmenta l policies. 

VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 

In assessing visual impacts cau ed by a water resources devel
opment project, two questions are addressed: How are visual 
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impacts measured and how are the impact.l evaluated (i.e. , 
judged acceptable or unacceptabl )? Jn VRAP, the vi ual 
impact are mea urecl by changes in the visual resources, going 
fr m Lhe 'without" to the "with' oroject condition. 

The V[A proce s is utlined in Figure 2. An evaluation 
framework is d veloped for the study . The evalua tion frame
work i.nv Ives identifying evaluators and . ignificant view
points in the field. Visual simulations are prepared reali tically 
depicting the project. Rendering on a ph tograph and artistic 
rendering are the two most common simula tion methods. lf 
vegetative conditions land use, or other change are expected 
to change in the pr ject area it is nece ary to imulate " future 
without" projecl condilions. lf conditions remain basically a 
the pr ent, the present photography can be used for the 

without" project simulation. 
Vi ual impact is determined by using the viewpoint simu

lations and having a panel of evaluators asse s the change in 
"visual resources . Using the asse sment framework as a basis; 
if "without" project conditions for vegetation, for instance, 
are defined as average and "with' proje t cond itions are min
imal, converting to numerical values, ther is a - 1 change 
in the vegetation. The change for a ll re urces and for th 
pecial considerations are . imilarly determined. The vi ual 

compatibility scale contrast , and spatial dominance ratings 
are evaluated for the viewpoints by determining a majo1ity 
rating among the viewpoint . For each evaluator the visual 
resource differences are averaged for each of the resources 
and pecial con iderations. A visual impa t a essmenc value 
is determined by calculating an average of the resource impacts 
for all evaluators and adding the average impacts for the 
re ource and special consiclerations. 

After the visual impact assessment va lue i calculat d, it is 
compared with the MC cla. criteria. If the calculated value 
is within the range pecified by the M S criteria then the 
visual impact caused by the pr ject are acceptable. What 
happen if the value is outsid the acceptable M range? 1f 
the visual impacts are nol acceptable then the detailed VIA 
procedure is undertaken. The detailed procedure is identical 
to the basic procedure explained earlier and hown in Figure 
2, except that an additional analysis is undertaken. The addi-

Basic Procedure : -+- FRAMEWORK ... VISUAL RESOURCE 
Initiated Chooso ropresontallvo SUMMARY/ DESCRIPTION 

vlawpolnto ond ovaluotors Complete f0< coc:h vlowpM\t 

t 
VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT·_.,. _____ SIMULATIONS -4--- VISUAL RESOURCE 
VIEWPOINT Eoch ovoluator completM INVENTORY /FORECAST 
f0< each viewpoint ot with ond wllM•d Complato 10< withOUI a1CI 
plan alternatives with plan eondltlon!i 

t 
-:::::.!.".!... !~.~0At:'T ASSESSMENT- ---------~.._VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT· 
VIEWPOINT SUMMARY .A.SSl'SSMENT SUMMARY 
Each evaklatonl vlewpohts ...,,.,_ed EvPlaton1 assessments combined 

I • PUBLIC ASSESSMENT 

I 

' TOTAL VISUAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT V Al.UE 

FIGURE 2 VIA procedure. 






